Chitwan Tour

Overview
Chitwan is the most beautiful city itself it takes 5 to 6 hours to reach there from Kathmandu valley. It is very
near to kathgmandu you can travel there through bus or by air. The most attraction part of Chitwan is
Chitwan National Park which covers 932 sq. km, this is the most preserved conversation area in all Asia.
This park is very much facinating with the varieties of wild animals and birds. It is the home of diffrent rare
wildlifes and birds. It also preserve some of the last habiitats which are endangered species like One horned
Rihonoceres and Royal Benhal Tigers. It is also listed in UNESCo, world heritage site in 1984.
You can feel the experience of wildlifes like no other. Track Royal Bengal Tigers and one hornes Rinocers,
Elephant, Jungle safari, Jeep safari, rafting and many more. If you love to explore the wild life and want to
enjoy the experience of natural life then Chitwan is the best place to visit. Another intresting thing you can
see in Chitwan is the Tharu tribe village where you will be welcomed into their traditional mud houses and
treated with the most respect and care.
Therefore, enjoy the beautiful tour to Chitwan with Metravel. We will provide you one of the best tour in
your entire life with the most experienced tour guide which will remain in your whole life.
Location : Chitwan

Duration : 2 N 3 D Best Time :

Package Iteniary
Day : 01 Fly to Chitwan
You reached airport you will be taken to the domestic airport to Chitwan there you will be transfred to the
Hotel Barahi Jungle Lodge via Chaubiskothi. There you will be served by welcome drink and there will be a
short briefing on the program and our about our room. At 3:00 PM: Elephant-back safari: ride on the back
of elephant to explore the jungle and wildlife. There you can see the One-horned rhinoceros, different types
of deers, monkeys, wild boar, bison, sloth bear, leopard and, if lucky, the Royal Bengal tiger. Duration –
Approx. 2 Hrs 7:00 PM: Slide presentation: One of our jungle experts will introduce you about the
background and history of the Chitwan National Park as well as some other topics relating to wildlife. Your
questions are most welcome. 8.00 PM: You will be taken to dinner at Banyan Café or by the pool.
Overnight at Hotel on AP.

Day : 02 Full Day Jungle Activities
06.00 AM: Short Jungle Walk\ Bird Watching: A walk inside the National park or Community Forest
accompanied by an experienced naturalist and nature guide to explore the wildlife, flora & fauna and
birding. Duration – Approx -2-3 Hours 8.30 AM: Breakfast at Banyan Cafe 12:00 PM: Elephant
briefing/Feeding program: For those who share the same love for Elephants as us and would like to know
them from near, the activity gives a chance to spend quality time with our four beloved elephants and their
mahouts and You can volunteer to feed them potato, bananas or their favorite self-made sandwiches.
Elephants can br your goof friend because it has a good memory. You may also proceed to bathe with the
elephants, scrub them up and swim along them in the cool waters of Rapti River! (Note: Elephant bathing is
done during summer season as elephant loves to bath in the river willingly. Elephants are not forced to take
bath during the cold season/day). Duration – approx. 45 Minutes 1:30 PM: Lunch at Banyan Café or by the
pool 4: 00 PM: Boat safari Floating downstream the Rapti River, towards the western boundary of the park
formed by Himalayan Narayani, Duration – approx. 2: 30 Hours 7.00 PM: Tharu Cultural Dance: Tharu
Cultural Dance: Farmers of the nearby villages will show some of their traditional skills and dances 8.00
PM: Dinner at Banyan café or by the pool Overnight at hotel on AP plan.

Day : 03 Fly back to Kathmandu
6:30 AM Short Village Walk: A visit around the village on foot to experience the daily life of the village
people in the company of an experienced communicator to enhance knowledge on the life of Tharu people
Duration – approx. -2 Hours 8:30 AM: Breakfast at Banyan Café or by the pool. 10.00-10.30 AM:
Departure to the airport for Fly to Kathmandu.

Package Includes
Deluxe Boutique hut in Chitwan On twin sharing basis as mentioned in itinerary.
02 breakfasts, 02 lunches, 02 dinners as mentioned in the itinerary.

Using air conditioned car for arrival and departure transfers, sightseeing, and excursions as per the itinerary
in Kathmandu, Chitwan.
Air Fare for Kathmandu - Chitwan - Kathmandu.
Guide and Experts on Chitwan only.
Entrance fees at the Chitwan National Park as per the itinerary for 01 time visit.
10% service tax + 13% VAT ,Subject to change.

Package Excludes
Any beverages including Mineral water.
Insurance with coverage of emergency & medical evacuation.
Personal expenses like telephone bills, laundry charges, table drinks, camera/video-camera fee at
monuments etc.
Any other items not mentioned above.
Flight Tickets - International.
“Make ME your priority, Travel with quality.”
With Best Regards,
ME Travel and Tours
Operated by Mount Everest Group Pvt. Ltd.
Lazimpat, Kathmandu Nepal
Blue Note Building on the way to Radisson Hotel (1st Floor)
Phone: +977 1 4412978/4433119
E-Mail: info@metravel.com.np

